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H«re at Kentile, Inc. i mechanical “color 
eye" has bean found far more accurate In 
matching colors than the most highly 
skilled human eye. It electronically con
trols the shades of resilient tiles from one 
batch to the next by checking the over-all 
distribution of pigment materials. That's

why you always get the exact color you 
specify, end why it Is always uniform, re
gardless of floor area used. Uniform thick
ness. accuracy of cutting, trueness and 
Clarity of color, surface smoothness and 
built-in durability make this the world’s 
most popular line of resilient floor tiles.

KENTILE, INC.
Amtrica’i Itrrfttl manufaetunr of retilitnt floor li(ei

KENTILE; Asphalt Tils... Cirniv«I...Corkt«ne • KENCORK: Ce>(> Tile for Floors and Walls • KENRUBBER: 
Rubber Tile ■ KENFLEX; Vinyl Asbestos Tile... Carnival. ..Corklona • ROYAL KCNFLOR Vinyl Tile... CUSHION- 
BACK KENFLOR Vinyl Tilt . . . alM avallabit by (ha yard • SPECIAL KENTILE: Graasa-prool Asphalt Tlla • 
THEMETILE. KENSERTS: Dtcorative Iftsarts • KENCOVE: Vinyl Wall Baca • KENBA5E: Wall Base
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WINDOW WALLS
STUEL WINDOWS HAVE THE STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY THAT NO OTHER WINDOW (.AN MATCH
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North Street Elementary School, Greenwich, Conn 
Sherwood, Mills & Smith. ArthhteSs; A. Barbaresi & Son, Im., Builders.

HOPE S STEEL WINDOW WALLS saved substantiaUy in the 
cost of this school. With greater structural strength and rigidity, 
they permitted the use or floor-to-roof framing for the entire 
length of the facade. Fixed sash, ventilators, insulated panels and 
outside classroom doors were inserted into the framing. This good 
planning provided abundance of natural light and controlled, 
draft-free ventilation for the health and happiness of the students.

Hope’s Window Walls reejuire a minimum of maintenance and 
will I«t the life of the building. Write for Catalog 134AL

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestouii, N. Y.
THE FINEST BUILDINGS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ARE FITTED WITH HOPf S WINDOWS



marble
on effective and economical radiation shield

MarbI* ii th« only •ff*ctiv« 
»hi«tding moterkil whkb U also 
a finithad wall twrfaca.
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shialdifig matarlel ovellebl* at 
all tima» in wnlimitad quontitiM.

A dafinittva rapert on tha u«a and 
aconomy of Marbla os a radiation 
•hiald ha* baan praporad in 
<o*oparation with tha Atomic ^ 
fnargy CommiMion. A copy will 
ba cant you fraa if you writa:
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IFETIME^VINYL all-purpose
PAT PENDING

The tncompatable beauty of Italian Terrazzo plus the most revo- 
lutiooary new development in the history of vinyl floor coverings— 

that’s ROBBINS Lifetime Vinyl All-Purpose Terra-Tile!
Another Robbins *'firai”, All-Purpose Terra-Tile can be installed 

without tba use of adbesivt'. It can be used wherever conventional 
r tile can be installed . . and in most places where it cannot!

HERE ARE THE FACTS:

O No Adhottvol Robbini' exclusive 
cutting and squaring process insures 
such precise and uniform dimensional 
accuracy chat relatively slight com
pression holds the tiles (irmly in place 
without adhesive. Dimensionally 
stable, another Robbins exclusive.
Special stress-relieving process pre
vents shrinkage.
• Wide Usol Can be laid below 
grade, where moisture is excessive, 
since no adhesive is used, alkali and 
moisture oozing through concrete 
cannot destroy the bond between 
flour and tile; cannot be forced out 
between the joints because of the 
honeycomb back constructitm. Will 
not absorb water; docs not deterio
rate under cbeaiicsl attack.
• Transpertablel Can be taken up 
and transported to new locations at 
will. Easily moved from room to 
room or rearranged to achieve new 
design effects.

• Unaffected By Sub-floor Move
ment! Not affixed to sub-floor and is, 
therefore, unaffected by sub-floor mo

tion. Application of underlay is un
necessary. Sub-floor needs no special 
pre-mstallittion preparation.
• More ResillentI Up to 10 times 
more resilient than ordinary tile. De
spite this high resiliency, it resists 
excessive indentation from furniture 
legs properly protected by supports. 
Outwears less resilient, ordinary tile.
• Thiekorl Twice as chick as con
ventional tile because of honey
combed back. Wears longer, is more 
comfortable, more shock and sound 
absorbent.
• Insulotesl Tile back traps air 
which forms effective insulating layer 
between tile and floor.
• Etonomicall Elimination of adhe
sive and felt cuts installation labor 
and material costs. Long range econ
omies are greater because of superior 
wear, transportability, and increased 
utility.
• Unlimitod Styling! 28 different, 
strikingly bcaucfiul color combina
tions permit virtually unlimited de
sign possibilities.

PERMANENT SHOWROOMS:
NEW YORK: 535 Fifth Ava., Arcade Ground Floor 

CHICAGOt Room 13«177 Morehondite Mort

ROBBINS FLOOR PRODUCTS, INC.
Tuscutnbio, Alobomo



• They know i('g mey to bond. Euiy to thread. Eaiiy to handle and 
inetalI.esperudJy in miinpedur small epacee. And itaiimooth, insida 
ftniah speeds up wire-pulling and results in easier, faster inatallationa.

Wiring in Y<iungstown rigid sloel randuit U safe. It gives protection 
agaiiHrt damage from moisture, vibration, dual, dirt and crushing. 
The job is aafe. And so is your reputation.

On your next job, don't taka chances. Be sure there's no waste. Make 
sure you gal the aavings you should, all dowm the lute. Aak your 
dislnbutor for Youngstown Buckeye Conduit. Approved by the 
National Klectriral Code for all liaaardoua locations. Buckeye 
etectrical conduit is produced from ore to Aniahed product bv one 
manufacturer —Youngstown.

WHY

contractors
LIKE

YOUNGSTOWN

CONDUIT

THE YOUNGSTOWN SHEET AND TUBE COMPANY

S \f‘iuultoiurrrs iaf Cftriftm. y4//o^ <iim/ YZioy Sicft

aSNKPAL OFriCES. VOUNOATOWN QHIp

DISTRICT OFFICBA rlMClFAU CfTtES



natural cork could look so luxurious... 

only asphalt tile could cost so little

MATICO’ s newest flooring achievement
MATICORK asphalt tile flooring 

captures all the rich handsome
ness of true cork flooring, yet is 
priced the same as asphalt tile.
And durable, easy-to-maintain 
MATICORK can be used on, above 
or below grade . . . presents no special installation 
problems. No wonder so many architects and builders 
are selecting maticork for homes, offices, schools, 
hospitals and commercial areas. In three desirable 
cork shades—light, medium and dark. Be sure to 
consider maticork for your next project.

MASTIC TILE CORPORATION
HOUSTON, TEX. • JOLIET, lU. • LONG BEACH, CALIF. • NEWBURGH, N. Y.

Coafetli * ArittoH*i •PtrquvtrT ■ Maticork* Aapkall Tile • Rubber Tile* ViDyl Tile*Cork Ti)a*Plaa(lc Wall Tlk

MATICORKTMADEMARK

ASPHALT TILE FLOORING

AMERICA
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HALK TROUGH
5 St^ukUt^ /l(lua*ticUfeA!

CRAYON HOIOER —t r<y<m ia in easy reach an<J away from 
chalk dufi,

ERASER POSITION —Facea iiudcni. Dual Rrnote keept 
eraser clean.

OUST COLLECTOR—Dost dropi into spcctal Keeps
(rough clear. Faciliiates cleaning.

FEATHER-FOGE PIT—Bvllccts duii inio trough, away from 
the board and olT (he floor.

SWEEP-OUT END-STOP-Makes cli ling of trough simple.

WRITS FOR SAMPLE

LOXIT SYSTEMS, INC, 1217 W. Washington Blvd., Chkogo 7, 111.



THE AWNING WINDOW THAT 

ESTABLISHED THE STANDARDS BY WHICH 
ALL OTHERS MUST BE MEASURED

AUTO'LOK ... a product of Ludmon’s window engmeering-looder- 
ship ... is the awning window that hcn blazed the trail from Coost to 
Coast, around the^WoffC'whi^ roakei we of awning windows ap» 
plicable In every dlmote’... u^der every type of operating'Condition 

... In every kind of structure ... in every style of architecture.

Yet it is opporent that ihh owning window, with tis out- 

standtrrg^'p'erformance records, has ehcracteristice which 

set it apart from all others.

Because of Its patented operating principle .. . because of its exclu- 
sive Nite-Vent,^ f because of its weatherstripping, which,’^gether 
with its ti^ mechanical closure, makes this the tightest-closing 
window^>^^^ mode ... because it is built to perform for the life of the 

building\ tfiere /s no eqoaT}o~7^nfO^LOK.

AUTO-LOK is, in fact, 
ments thot experts* ogree ore essentioT tn o window. '■

YOU CAN SrECIPY AUTO-LOK...oe ANY LUDMAN MOOUCT...WITH'CONFIDENCE.

/

.wuuhw that meets all ten require-

/

*G*AjMll|f lPOR« Funaro In "Windewt In Modern Ar^it^ero

vN



OPINIONS EXPRESSED BY CONTRIBUTORS TO THE 
JOURNAL ARE NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF THE AXA.

President Ditchy’s Convention Address
Mr. Ditcby's openini; address on the occasion of the 87th Con
vention in Minneapolis, reviewing the past year’s achievements

e appreciate this warm wel
come to the great North 

Central part of America. As has 
been noted in the program, in re
cent years we have been welcomed 
to the eastern seaboard, and the 
western seaboard, and we have 
been at various times in the in
terior of our great country, 
is the first time in many, many 
years that we have had the priv
ilege of visiting the great state of 
Minnesota, one that has an illus
trious history, known to every child 
through legend and lore. It is 
indeed a great privilege to have 
this hearty welcome this morning.

For my part, Mr. Berners, it is 
a privilege to represent all these 
good people who year after year 
come to these meetings. It has a 
nostaligic effect to sec all these 
faces that I know so well. It is 
a very inspiring circumstance to be 
able to conduct these meetings—

for to be among great friends and 
work with friends is one of the 
highest contributions we can make 
to our civilization.

w

I am presumed to make an ad
dress here upon the year’s attain- 

One of the very relievingments.
developments in the Institute, as 
far as its President is concerned, 
is the fact that with its progress 
and advancement, we have also 
acquired a very, very able and ef
ficient staff so that the matter of

This

recording achievements of the past 
year has been in very able hands. 
I can only say at this time that we 
have made great progress. It has 
been a continuation of what has 
gone on, lo these many years, a 
strengthening and improving of 
established services, and an exten
sion of activities into new fields to 
broaden the architect’s understand
ing of his profession and to incrca.se 
liis ability to practise it efficiently.

Journal of The A. I. A.
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tuted so that everybody could be 
restored to a stable economy.

But we discovered that we were 
not the representatives of the archi
tectural profession in America. 
We were challenged in our state
ment that we were. It was 
pointed out that we had only three 
thousand members and at that 
time there were more than fifteen 
thousand in the United States.

The policy of the Institute at 
that time was changed and we at 
once set about to become a rep
resentative organization, to really 
be the spokesman for all of the 
architects in America. And since 
that day we have progressed stead
ily forward, as this graph shows. 
And I want to state that this is 
not only a graph of the member
ship of the Institute, it is a graph 
of its activities, it is a graph of 
its progress, it is a graph of its 
potentialities, and its power and 
its influence.

And today, due to the fact that 
we have more members, we have 
more money. We therefore have 
a greater staff and we have em
braced greater activities. And to
day there is not a field that affects 
the profession of architecture to 
which we have not given our at
tention.

We have adopted the philosophy

1 would like to draw to your 
attention, though, at this moment, 
to a bit of history recorded in a 
chart. I presume all of you have 
gotten The Board’s Annual Re
port, a very handsome document 
for which the staff should be con
gratulated, and on the inside of 
the cover you will find a graph 
which charts the growth of your 
Institute in the last twenty years, 
from 1935 to 1955.

And on the left hand side you 
will note that along until 1940 
the membership was sort of an 
undulating affair, never seeming 
to rise above three thousand, often 
dipping below that. And previous 
to that time—I don’t want to give 
away my age, but my connection 
with the Institute precedes that by 
some years—the same sort of an 
undulating curve appeared. But 
in 1938-1939 there suddenly was a 
recognition on the part of the In
stitute that it was representative 
of a great art, of a great profes
sion. We had been visited by a 
depression and our ranks, like those 
of every other activity in life, were 
seriously demoralized. The Gov
ernment had undertaken to help 
all classes of individuals, even those 
that had no specific skill. The 
WPA, you remember, was insti

September, 1955
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It protects him against manyof our country, that of democrati
cally helping everyone, and within 
the profession of architecture the 
most humble member can obtain 
the same assistance in the routine 
of his daily practice that the finest 
architect in the land can.

ticc.
of the pitfalls into which some of 
his brethren have fallen and gives 
him the benefit of the vast exper- 

and talent of members oflence
the Institute. It makes it pos
sible for him to devote more of his
time to the creative part of his 
work, and in that considerable 
measure makes for better architec

This is not a matter of diluting 
the effort of the architects but it 
is, rather, an effort to make every
one capable of giving to his client 
the same fine service as his brother 
architect. It relieves him of much 
of the humdrum of his daily prac-

ture.
It is a great privilege, ladies and 

gentlemen, to be here this morn
ing, to receive this welcome from 
Mr. Berners.

Architecture’s Hazards and Rewards
By Percival Goodman, F.A.I.A.

Excerpts from ao address given at Annual ConventioD, New 
Jersey Society of Architects, Asbury Park, N. J., June 10, 1955.

vor and we wish we were in the 
grocery business.

But after we’ve gotten through 
with the bidding and let the job, 
checked the shop drawings, had 
foundation troubles, maybe a 
strike, and perhaps a contractor 
who doesn’t know his A from his 
E, there comes a time when we 
don't wish we were in the grocery 
business—we wish we had never 
been born.

Yet when all the slow labor 
of the building is done and there

£ HERE ALL are practical 
architects and suffer daily 

with the problems of our craft: 
client, site, program, budget, build
ing codes. Each turns out to be 
recalcitrant, with that mulish (as 
we feel) recalcitrance of inani
mate objects. Then once we’ve 
gotten a scheme which is no longer 
a square peg, our consulting en
gineers, our draftsmen, our speci
fication writers, seem to take a 
fiendish delight in thwarting us. 
Our original sketch loses its fla-

w
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it stands, we sec this 99% of the 
effort had nothing to do with what 
we were driving at.

Nothing in the drawings, no 
section in the specification, has a 
word or note about that intangible 
—the art; the quality which mu
tates engineering, brute materials 
into architecture; that makes the 
broken bridge at Avignon, the 
breached fortress walls at Carcas

but with the Creator Spirit, maker 
of the lilies of the field.

Most of us here have gone 
through one revolution and now 
arc embarking on a second. The 
first was when we got tired of 
being old-clothes men. What a 
great day it was when we tore 
the rags of eclecticism off our 
forms and had the courage to look 
at the shape beneath! How we 
revelled in that exaggerated func
tionalism of those early days! 
Such enthusiasm was needed. How 
else could we get rid of the cen
turies of veneers?

meaningful; that explainssonne,
the Parthenon on its hill.

We know our whole effort was 
designed for this magic which re
mains after everything else is gone. 
We value just what is not found 
in the contractor's estimate sheet 
nor in our dimensions or calcula
tions—the form, the color, the 
proportion of our object to its site; 
the movement within and with
out. Out of the chaos of bricks 
and pipes we sec emerge a unity. 
It suddenly strikes us that here 
is a disciplined, scientific and in
ventive arrangement. We have 
made a composition in space and 
are glad.

Now we are in a new period. 
We have an easy mastery of new 
methods—of stressed skin, thin 
shells, folded slabs, suspension; the 
cantilever is no longer a novelty. 
We have an understanding of cli
mate control in terms of orienta
tion, indoor conditioning of light 
and air. Our new materials are 
no longer so new; plastics don’t 
necessarily please; aluminum is as 
common as brick, and cold cathode 
as a tungsten lamp.

We are no longer afraid that 
the engineers will make us obsolete.

We have at our command the 
greatest vocabulary ever possessed. 
Question is, are we using it? 
Have we become stuck in a rut of

This is the moment we realize 
that what makes a man is not his 
reason but his esthetic sense, and 
we share not with the lower or
ders and their lives and territories,

September, 1955
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at 85 or Le Corbusier at his age 
the last inventors? The architec-

formal application whose best ex
pression was given thirty years ago 
by the rectangles of Mondrian? ture of our best American buildings
Or do we believe that the Japan- suggests a dead end precisely at the

of the eighteenth century really moment when the road should be 
said the last word? Are Wright wide open.
CSC

Creating Community
Ik two PAura—Pa*t II 

By Albert Mayer, F.A.I.A.
Keynote Addresi at the S7th CoDvention of 
The Institute, Minneapolis, Minn., June, 1955

Industry’s success is not due to 
patching up old plant, but to an
alyzing its problems and then, if 
necessary, building entirely anew. 
1 am not suggesting we can do so 
drastic a job on human environ
ment. But I do suggest this. Pres
ent approaches assume that we 
must preserve our present struc
ture, and year after year we spend 
many, many millions fruitlessly 
trying to achieve this by expensive 
super-traffic systems and far-flung 
water-supply systems of tremen
dous complexity. Instead, let us 
make an approach the other way: 
analyze and visualize what we 
would do if we could start from 
scratch now in the midst of our new 
technological opportunities, and sec 
what we can salvage from what 
we have in the light of that. In

A Way Out
By using this deflnitivc heading, 

I don’t mean to imply that there is 
one way out and that 1 know it. 
There will be no standard solution. 
What I want to suggest is a 
THEORY and a method that is ap
plicable ; to suggest how this might 
be energized; and later, how the 
architect fits in.

First, as to THEORY. The gen
eral approach so far has been to 
assume that what we have must 
pretty well stay and continue to 
grow, and to see what we can de
vise to make it more or less do. 
This we do, no matter how often 
we are failing, as of now, no mat
ter how costly it may be to apply 
our remedies. The most admired 
aspect of America in the twentieth 
century is its successful industry.

JouiiNAL or Thi a. I. A.
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other words, a bold approach. In 
still other words, we can no longer 
afford to grow by continuous 
crction. Maybe we must in some 
cases make the drastic decision that 
continuing expansion is unhealthy, 
that growth must be in new units, 
and that to salvage a maximum, 
there must be drastic limitation and 
re-structuring of our present set
up of growth which happened 
more or less by accident. Just 
bear in mind, please, that even the 
smaller city is no longer just a city, 
but a Region, and that whether it is 
a political unit or not, the effective 
area of a city has grown from a few 
square miles at the beginning of the 
century, to many hundreds of 
square miles today.

Here is an illustration of this 
method, from Chicago, which I 
quote from the June number of 
Fortune. It describes an elaborate 
super-highway system: “One ex
cellent reason for supposing that 
traffic into the Loop wUl increase 
over the years is the new system 
of express highways being 
structed in the city. There 
67 miles in the dty limits, and will 
cost $469 million. Except for one 
cross-town route linking northwest 
and southwest Chicago, all the new 
expressways are aimed squarely at 
the Loop.” And the Loop is to

have parking garage to take care 
of this! This certainly looks like 
curing a headache by means of a 
future super-headache, with $469 
million tossed in to achieve it.

ac-

Second, as to method; Let 
plan by combined operations and 
expertise, and let not the single 
solution or the single project fas
cinate us and pose the answer. We 
have bought and are buying plenty 
of those gold bricks. We must 
use creatively and jointly the very 
same tools we now use piecemeal 
and futilely. We will indeed need 
to add some, but mostly we need 
to use better those that we have. 
We will not solve traffic only in 
terms of traffic. If we first ex
plore, by drastic functional and 
land-use rearrangement, what the 
minimum of traffic is that we re
quire, in order to do everything 
that we need to, then our ingenious 
and brilliant solutions will need to

us

be used only sparingly as needed to 
make a good plan even better; and 
not as now in a wholesalecon- way,
to make up for bad planning. We 
require a thoroughgoing and un
prejudiced Regional-Metropolitan 
approach and plan, and authority 
and execution. The City Plan is 
too small a basis, because the auto
mobile has made the political

arc
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plan ahead, can wc have contin- 
open green breathing spaces 

that separate one built-up area 
from another, instead of the deadly, 

metropolitan build-up

boundary meaningless. The dis
order is regional. The new order 

be regional. This must be
uous

must
real and operative and not just a 
lick and a promise to coax money 
from the Federal Government to

continuous, 
that drives us further and further
afield for release. . . We have got 
to exercise much more than mini
mal control on the private devel
opers who can build just about 
anyw’here they please, still further 
stretching and confusing and ex
acerbating our traffic requirements; 
and they unbearably stretch our 
utility requirements. Our tool of 
FHA could be of commanding 
help in this because it makes these 
operations possible. But it also 
works in isolation. . . And we’ve 
got to see to it that the indus
trialist who decentralizes has more 
definite civic and social responsi
bility in his new location than 
merely to buy land and build his 
factory. Recently, you may have 

General Electric published a

subsidize a single hundred-acre or 
500-acre development. And 
must start at the other end too, 
with the small neighborhood, the 
super-block, the architectural and 
living texture out of which the 
grand new plan will be built. For 
only by constantly thinking and 
weighing in the intimate scale, and 

the grand scale, can we achieve 
both the over-all requirement, the 
continuity of texture and pattern, 
and the lift of architecture.

What other tools must wc put 
together and create? We need 
drastic density reductions espe
cially AT THE CENTER, whcfC op
position will be greatest, not only 
for more humane conditions that 
are acceptable to those who are 
now abandoning it for distant 
points, but to avoid choking the 
city to death with excessive traffic. 
In other words, a vital new zoning 
dimension and concept.

We need a public-land acquisi
tion policy that is not just a hand- 
to-mouth affair making purchases 
for each separate project as it 
arises. Only in that way can we

we

on

seen,
pamphlet indicating what it ex
pects of a community before it will 
consider settling there. It seems 
to me there should also be a code
governing the minimum to be re
quired of the industry.

You may recall I am still on 
the subject of “A Way Out.” 
Wc have discussed theory and 
METHOD. Now; how to en
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ergize? We need planning bodies 
T^ional in scope, but we need 
also to give them strength and guts, 
to really plan boldly and above all 
to be really in control. This re
quires the backing of citizens who 
are on fire and who also closely 
understand. Philadelphia and its 
r^ion seem to be well on the way 
to this. Four counties are actively 
working together; and, within 
Philadelphia, neighborhood com
mittees arc actively studying their 
own problems with technical help 
from the Planning Commission, 
and working with each other. In 
Chicago they have developed active 
local groups also. Four or live 
other good examples could be cited.

headaches, such as, for example, 
not yet enough economic cross- 
section in the population of the 
new towns. But in its main objec
tives it is working really well, and, 
after early imbalance, industry is 
actively decentralizing into such 
new towns as Harlow and Craw
ley. You can see that this kind of 
solution takes the $469 millions 
that we are here spending on su
per highways pointed at the heart 
of our business centers, in an en
tirely different way.

To observe what has been 
decided there, and what is now 
happening as a result, b well 
worth a study trip. It is a stir
ring experience in itself and has 
plenty of lessons for us. There 
we have fully rounded planning, 
with no one specialist gone wild. 
Thb is creation.

I was recently in England. It 
was a thrilling experience, for 
there, it seems to me is a prototype 
demonstrating A Way Out. For 
one thing, the kind of planning we 
are discussing here is a live burn
ing topic, with active citizen par- 
ticipaton and understanding. An- 
alysb of big cities led to the con
clusion that certain ones were al
ready too big and too overcrowded, 
and that the solution lies in a com
bination of New Towns, city limi
tations by green belts, and inner- 
city rebuilding. Of course, such 
a bold program is bound to have

The Architect's Stake,
AND Where He Fits In

Obviously, if we can achieve a 
less helter-skelter environment, a 
sense of serenity and of community, 
varied and integrated functional 
requirements, green open spaces 
and less density, that will permit 
buildings to stand out as really 
three-dimensional, the stimulus to 
creative architecture is enhanced. 
And in every phase of the archi
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tect’s participation to be noted, it 
is his sensitivity to space in three 
dimensions which will be his spe
cial contribution, whether as in
dividual creator, as corporate ad
vocate, or as interested citizen. 
For this criterion, and the criterion 
of quality or of excellence, is not 
one that citizens or officials yet 
regard highly. However good and 
effective over-all planning may be
come, unless there is stirring qual
ity in the detailed development and 
in the visible texture, our cities 
will continue dull; stirring and 
exciting mainly at night with the 
buildings alight, and the ridiculous 
but gaily colored signs and dis
plays giving life and movement.

sacrifice in coverage in favor of a 
green space or a private park. And 
one can do it in the client’s own 
economic terms, in terms of en
hanced prestige of the enterprise, 
in terms of better rent and less 
turnover. Years ago, we intro
duced balconies and roof gardens 
and solaria to be used by all ten
ants, which are uniquely possible 
and are some compensation for city 
living. They proved out, and 
others have done likewise. Lever 
House in New York sacrificed cov
erage for elegance and uniqueness, 
and it was probably a priceless 
advertising investment.

One very prominent architect 
recently made a revealing confes
sion. He had just designed a huge 
office building to a very full en
velope of coverage. He said he 
felt that the law should not have 
permitted such a tremendous con
centration, but that as it did, he 
had no option but to do so. Well, 
maybe that is so. But I have a 
hunch that if he had gone into 
it resolutely and resourcefully with 
his owner, he might have come up 
with something more palatable and 
more distinguished, more of a civic 
and human contribution.

In any event, I believe it’s every 
architect’s duty to try, and to try 
hard, to inject this element of non-

Thc individual architect can 
make another important contribu
tion which in general he does not 
yet do, it seems to me. Within 
limits he can affect his client’s pro
gram more than he generally does. 
He can propose and prove out 
elements and functions that the 
client does not visualize. How
ever radical zoning laws may be
come, they will never be as strin
gent as good architecture and good 
urbanity require. I know from 
experience that one can get some 
hardboiled clients, even in hard- 
boiled New York, to make some
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a special condition here: the Ex
ecutive Director is Ed Bacon, an 
architect and a thinker. In San 
FrancLsco there may be a similar 
situation, with architects like Ver
non de Mars and Bill Wurster; 
and a sympathetic director in Paul 
Opperman. As a private instance 
I would note Park Forest, the 
satellite town near Chicago, where 
Loebl is the architect and that 
grand character Phil Klutznick is 
the developer. And of course 
there is the classic example of Clar
ence Stein. But unfortunately, 
most big developers have only cap
tive architects. . . I would raise 
two points licre. If the architect 
wants to play a really creative role 
at this level, he has got to achieve 
a better understanding of commun
ity and urbanity and their social 
and economic and administrative 
Implications than I believe most of 
us have, in addition to architec
tural gifts and conviction. The 
architects I have mentioned have 
acquired this extra dimension. And 
secondly, when we reach this scale, 
the chapter should play an impor
tant role in creating a public at
mosphere, and in powerfully in
fluencing public bodies. . . I have 
taken the liberty of preparing a 
short and I believe stimulating bib
liography of these questions. I

compulsory, voluntary extra qual
ity or extra function. Years ago 
my partner and I wrote some arti
cle for the Forum called “Horse 
Sense Planning,” which showed by 
actual and by theoretical instances 
what could be done and had been 
dene beyond strictly legal require
ments, and how successful it had 
been and could be. I suggest to 
all of us here that it's surely worth 
trying.

So much for the architect’s op
portunity and duty in affecting his 
client’s program and the city’s tex
ture, in the case of individual 
buildings. It is even more the 
case in community building, wheth
er for a private-developer client or 
for a public authority. I admit 
that these are tougher people to do 
an5Tthing with, because in general 
they are inclined to know it all. 
But I say it can be done sometimes, 
and that we are morally bound to 
try. For the sterility of most of 
these projects is appalling, partic
ularly in the light of the oppor
tunity that theoretically exists. The 
best positive example I know of 
is Philadelphia, where the inter
play of architects like Kahn, Ston- 
orov, Kling, Churchill, with the 
City Planning Commission and the 
Redevelopment Authority, seems to 
give great promise. But there is
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name of progress and higher taxes 
for the city to remove two of the 
fine space conceptions of our time 
and the two needed openings in the 
crowded skyline. There are signs 
of a possible crystallization against 
these, spearheaded by architects 
sparked by Douglas Haskell. It 
has very far to go before it cuts 
any real ice. Americans are still 
carried away by the conceptions of 
biggest and costliest.

This in several ways leads to the 
finale here. It indicates that the 
architectural profession has got to 
get into th«c issues. It indicates 
that it cannot just do it sporadic
ally. And it has to be on a solid, 
massive and mature basis if it is to 
play any real part in policy form
ing, which has to be on both the 
national and local levels. In other 
words, we have got to know what 
we are talking about.

We will first have to decide 
tliat we are interested in these 
issues in a central way and not 
just peripherally and occasionally. 
We will have to decide that both 
on a national and local level the 
issues raised by community build
ings are sufficiently important to 
us to work up a body of thinking 
and of fact and of viewpoints that 
will carry serious weight. When 
I was chairman of the AIA Corn-

will leave it with somebody at 
some desk here if anyone wants to 
look at it.

Next we come to the architect 
as a citizen, who has, it seems to me, 
two obligations. He should put 
his weight behind those organiza
tions which arc actively interested 
in community development; to help 
create one if it doesn’t exist; to 
add this vital matter to the orbit 
of interest of organizations he does 
belong to. And also, he is a citi
zen with specialized understanding 
and sensitivity in this field. One 
of the serious frustrations I find in 
dvic life is that even in those 
citizens’ housing and planning or
ganizations which are on the side 
of the angels, there is a disappoint
ing insensitivity to architectural 
quality. They are strong on 
quantity, strong on bathrooms, 
strong on square feet per room, 
but not aware of the need for 
emotional lift or stirring exper
ience. There is a job for each 
of us to do there.

We have also got to beware of 
the merely spectacular or over- 
spectacular, which tend to over- 

In New York there areawe us.
proposals to rebuild Grand Central 
and Pennsylvania Stations with 
skyscrapers above, and thus in the
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But it is not too late. 1 Kavemittec on Urban Design and Hous
ing a few years ago, the work was 
entirely voluntary, with a little 
part-time secretarial help and part- 
time of Fritz Gutheim. Our 
budget, if it can be called that, 
permitted two meetings a year, or 
maybe it was only one. I imagine 
it isn’t very different now.

This degree of attention on our 
part is not even a lick and a 
promise. I hope I have shown 
that the whole set of issues locked 
up in community building is of 
burning immediacy; that the pace 
of deterioration is fast and on 
many fronts; that the remedies and 
solutions are often ill-advised and 
even tend to freeze obsolescence in 
a new shiny and expensive deep
freeze; that there are wonderful 
new technological tools and in
crease in social understanding that 
permit far better answers and lives; 
that there are some pc»itive de
velopments here and abroad that 
give great promise and already 
show important performance. It 
is later than you think.

already spoken too long, and it is 
not appropriate to offer a specific 
proposal. But I do urge the 
Board of the AlA to explore this 
in a new and creative way to see 
how far we can and should go and 
how we can get under way; and 
then possibly to call a meeting of 
chapter heads to get their views 
and reactions and to alert them, so 
we can really go forward. And 
in this connection, please note as 

fact that the newan encouraging 
orientation in British thinking and 
legislation that led to the present 
solutions and executions was not
accomplished through those with 
endless money at their disposal but 
by a few devoted groups who really 
got on the ball.

Meantime, I urge each of us to 
take hold wherever he can. A 
great deal can be done in that way, 
as I hope I have shown. These 
could indeed be Great Days, and 
we could have a great part to 
play.
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The American Architectural Foundation
ITS OPPORTUNITIES AND ITS NEEDS 

By Walter T. Rolfe FAIA
An address before the 87tb Coovendon, 
MinDeapoHs, Mion.^ June 23,

HE American Architectur- 
Foundation has been in 

operation for nearly 15 years, 
created before the war for a specific 
purpose, setting up a program, 
setting up an agency that would 
be an independent one in the pro
fession for receiving funds and for 
disseminating them at the direc
tions indicated by donors or pro
grams developed by the Institute, 
its committees and others in the

1955
grams that we, who arc close to 
these needs, can sec are eminently 
needed. If adequate funds could 
be had, so much more could be 
done.

Looking at the professions as a 
whole in the United States, we 
Foundation trustees are aware of 
the fact that the medical profes
sion, with whom we architects like 

be favorably compared, spent 
$180 million last year on research, 
while we were spending merely a 
few thousand. That condition

TAL

to

United States-
There has been a period of dry 

because shortly after its prevails noxu.
Last year we started this capital 

drive for funds. We have writ
ten several letters to each of you

years,
founding war came on and funds 

the Foundation weregiven to
specifically set up to do specific 
tasks. At the close of the war the members of the Institute telling 
Foundation went into business you of the nature and progress of 
again in a more active way. the drive, what the funds will be

Last year it was decided by the used for, that it was a capital fund 
Foundation trustees that one of the drive, and that the principal would

be used for program and a modest 
amount for operational expense.

most needed things in the opera
tion of the Foundation is what all 
foundations operate on—and that We told you the trustees of the

Foundation work for free. Theyis money. A capital fund is es
sential, It would make it pos- devote their efforts with dedication 

in this rather primitive period of 
what I believe will one day be one

sible for us as a profession to par
ticipate in many of the fine pro-
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of a few years ago—a little over 
a decade. That Department was 
created and has been completely 
overrun with opportunities—far 
more overrun with opportunity 
than with money.

There have been limited oppor
tunities for us to do programs in 
the Foundation because th e 
amounts of available money were 
so small. We have had, therefore, 
to do those things we could do. 
The program on Modular re
search has gone on, some twenty 
to twenty-five thousand dollars a 
year, and those funds are chan
neled through the Foundation. 
Other programs have also been 
carried forward.

of the truly powerful architectural 
forces in the United States.

The capital fund drive has now 
reached thirty thousand dollars. 
We will continue with the drive. 
We are finding that those who 
really understand the program arc 
more than willing to make contri
butions once they take the long- 
range look at their profession.

We are rather tradition-minded 
in our profession in spite of all the 
talk we hear of our thinking in 
great dimensions. It is difficult 
for us to change. We remember 
the day when our dues in chapters 
amounted to five dollars a year. 
Today we are paying a much more 
serious amount of money, and par
enthetically we are doing far more 
important work than at any prev
ious time in our profession’s life. 
You and I remember the days 
when Institute funds amounted to 
some two hundred thousand dol
lars. Today we have under our 
responsibility over two million dol
lars in assets. Our educational 
research program is only a few 
years old. If you remember the 
remarks made by your chairman of 
the Committee on Education at 
Cincinnati, we were then asking for 
the opportunity to develop a De
partment of Education and Re
search. That was only a matter

For perfectly obvious reasons, 
funds must come to a tax-exempt 
institution, which the Institute is 
not and the Foundation definitely 
is. It is therefore important that 
this Architectural Foundation ex
ist and that it continue to exist for 
professional purposes and functions.

Let me say there is nothing com
petitive between it and other foun
dations, or between the Foundation 
and the Institute. It must stand 
as an independent agency and it 
must keep that record clear, ever 
subject to scrutiny all the time, as
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Iall foundations in the United States ventions for some thirty years-
have seen us grow from a modest- 

We arc hoping that this is the sized professional group of some 
increased devotion 3000 to where today we represent

than 10,000 members. Surely

must be.

beginning of an
to the profession by members that

well as by those in that greatly increased member*
others who

more
are practising, as
that arc teaching. We realize how ship there are many 
limited arc the salaries of many want to contribute to this expand

ing future of our profession.
If you are really interested in 

your profession, you

How-practitioners and teachers.
the “accumulated” effort andever,

income is sizable in a lifetimt will find a 
I was talk-some contribu- program to suit you. 

ing to Walter Taylor a few min
utes ago about this point, 
and I have kept in close touch 
with each other since the early days 

I was chair-

enough to permit
The average small practi-tion.

tioncr receiving an income between 
four and five thousand dollars a

Walter

year, if he started his practice at 
25 and retired at 65, would 
a total income somewhere between

hundred fifty and two hundred tion when his department was 
thousand dollars in his lifetime. In recommended and created.

have asked for the knows our opportunities, and
responsibilities. He has never 

He has had one of the

of his department.
of the Committee on Educa-

accrue
man

one He
ourcomparison we

modest amount of $100 per person.
After all, a night at the Shamrock wavered, 
or a party at St. Paul or a sum
mer vacation soon gets over the 
hundred-doUar mark in these times.
I am still a little dumbfounded dream and imagine and build on

needs in this nation. Those

toughest assignments in the Insti
tute in the sense that we have had
to create a whole new program.

that our profession can seem 
think so little sometimes of its own

to our
needs arc ramified—they are many. 
If we would take a consensus ofpropagation. Jf/er all, we are the 

Institute and the profession, and I opinion I would imagine we would 
very proud of this profession, have as many different desires and

as there arcam
do better than feelings for program

people. That is a fortunate
But surely we can 
we have done. I am a young man 
in comparison to a few of you, but thing, because it surely can mean

that each one of you can find anI have been coming to these con-
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outlet for your individual interest 
by contributing to these fundamen
tal programs.

Our profession and the public 
need to know more the effect of 
human environment upon people. 
I believe in a hundred years we 
can truly say we knew very little 
today. No matter how prc^rcssive 
we think we arc, how wise, we 
still need to know the effect on 
human beings of all environmental 
factors in the world today. The 
physical world, the psychological 
world, are all around us. They 
cannot be easily measured. They 
often are not understood. We can 
be doing so much in building ex
perimental buildings and measur
ing the effects of these environ
ments upon people. The acoustical 
people will find elements of sound 
control that will do a more precise 
performance. Illumination is just 
beginning. We are just now 
realizing that in five years our il
lumination of the l^t five years 
can be obsolete. We must learn 
what we are doing to peoplt 
and how to improve our profes
sional performance.

We can begin to put to active 
and creative use the now destruc
tive forces of atomic fission. We 
need to know how to dare to live 
in a world that to some is hope

less and may be destroyed tomor
row morning. I have more faith 
than that. I have a much stronger 
belief that man will not destroy 
himself. He must put his great 
creative mind to work toward pro
viding an adequate environment in 
which to live. We must help to 
create an understanding of archi
tectural needs, physical needs, ef
fective color, and dietary needs.

e can find greater mental health 
by creating the kind of environment 
that is totally adequate for human 
beings.

With a million-dollar capital 
fund the Foundation can go to 
those people, individuals and cor
porations in America who have 
really serious money. Large funds 
can be brought together to focus 
on these problems. I have no wor
ry about that. Once we in the 
profession have demonstrated that 
we understand what we are trying 
to do, then can come these many 
problems and their solutions. As 
I said to Walter Taylor a minute 
ago, "If anyone is looking for a 
problem to solve, it can be solved 
by someone when we have received 
the money to channel mind and 
need together.

You may not like what the Foun-
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seriously interested in this pro
gram that they have given as much 
as five thousand dollars. There 
are those that feel they can give 
only a dollar. Many have done 
nothing. It is important that we 
enlist ten thotisand American archi
tects concentrating on this goal as 
their abilities permit. The Foun
dation is only beginning. We are 
at the end of a hundred years of 
life in the Institute. The next 
hundred years is going to be one 
of the most immense opportunity. 
I certainly hope I have touched 
the minds of a few who would 
otherwise spend money for other 
purposes. Turn back some of your 
earnings to your profession from 
which they came. Any farmer of 
Minnesota has known for nearly a 
century that you cannot produce a 
crop unless you plow something 
back.

dation has done. IVe have done 
what we could with the limited 
amount of money we have had. 
Many opportunities have come to 
work on many projects. Again, 
shortage of funds has made it 
impossible for us to do anything 
more than shake our heads. There 
are various resolutions that have 
come to the Foundation asking us 
to do certain pre^rams. We are 
interested, but first we must have 
the proper lubrication for the ma
chine. Fuel for its operation for 
a long time is the purpose of the 
capital fund.

A new effort will now be made, 
through local committees. Local 
members that have not worked I 
think should be replaced by those 
that will.

It is interesting to know that 
there are architectural firms so

A Resolution to End All Resolutions
WooLSON Brooks, faia, as—“All conventions may be con- 

chairman of the Committee on sidered to have been good conven- 
Resolutions, presented at the end tions,” “One always tells one’s 
of the 87th Annual Convention hosts that they are good hosts,” 
the following resolution, which “All expiring officers have been 
gained universal approval and sup- good officers,” and 
port:

Whereas, Certain truths are peatedly belabored by the passing 
accepted as axiomatic; such truths of standard resolutions imputing

Journal of The A, I. A.
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rangcments, to their wives, con
sorts and secretaries, to their drafts
men and associates, to the local 
press, to the Producer’s Council, 
to the chambermaids, bellboys, and 
elevator operators, and to all oth
ers who contributed to the out
standing success of this Conven
tion, and

Z. That the retiring officers 
and directors are hereby lauded for 
having served faithfully and effec
tively. All of which will still al
low individuals to express their 
sincere appreciation to appropriate 
individuals in the only way which 
can be genuine and heart-warming.

The Committee recommends ap
proval, and moves its adoption 
with the suggestion that future 
conventions, should they avail 
themselves of this device, could be
come more flowery by raising the 
symbols to higher powers or even 
using binomial formations.

superlative qualities beyond the 
realm of reasonable possibility, and

Whereas, Such resolutions 
consume time which could better 
be devoted to other purposes, and 
are recognized by those whom 
they seek to honor as utterly per
functory and insincere despite 
their competitive extravagance of 
expression, now, therefore, be it

Resolved, by The American 
Institute of Architects in conven
tion assembled, that the passing of 
Resolutions X, Y, and Z now and 
evermore be accepted to mean the 
following:

X, That all delegates, mem
bers, wives, sons, daughters, grand
sons, granddaughters, and guests 
enjoyed themselves, and return 
home mentally and spiritually re
freshed, and

y. That thanks are hereby ex
tended to the Host Chapter, to all 
committeemen who labored on ar-

They Say:
need the contrast and relief of aLewis Mamford

(From a series of four articles ap
pearing in successive issues of The 
New Yorker under the title 
Roaring Traffic’s Boom”)

Our city’s very existence is de
pendent upon maintaining the 
areas around it in a state of healthy the pleasure through the effort
balance, so that its supply of water needed to reach their destination,
will be safeguarded and those who During the past four years, the

day or a weekend in the open coun
try—a privilege theoretically avail
able to everyone now by reason of 
the shorter work week—may enjoy 
these things without lc«ing half

The
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population of the suburbs and 
smaller towns around New York 
has grown four times as fast as 
the population of the city. The 
efiect of this is to concentrate an 
ever heavier load of weekday traf
fic upon the highways pointed 
toward New York and to add an 
even larger part of the surburban 
population to the hordes escaping 
from New York on weekends . . .

Having replanned this whole 
rural area to make it unsafe and 
unattractive for the pedestrian, the 
highway engineers are using the 
resulting “way of life,” which de
pends upon the constant use of the 
motorcar, as justification for more 
depredations on the landscape, 
creating miles of desert in which 
only the concrete cloverleaf blooms. 
In the suburb, as in the crowded 
city, land values have risen as 
living values have gone down. 
This is the last step in what might 
be called the cycle of environmen
tal impoverishment—i.e., metro
politan congestion and physical 
frustation ; suburban escape; popu
lation pressure; overcrowding; ex
travagant highway building to 
promote further channels of escape 
at greater distances from the once 
so admirable center; finally, in
tensified congestion both in the 
original center and in the suburb,

which wipes out the social assets 
of the city and the rural assets of 
the country.
John Ely Burchard

(Addrcising the Association of Col
legiate Schools of Architecture at 
their Annual Meeting, Cambridge, 
Mass., June 13, 1954)
The two things that worry me 

about architectural education are 
that (u) I am afraid that archi
tects are as yet uneducated men; 
and {b) I am afraid that archi
tectural schools are not educating 
the rest of the country adequate
ly .. .

These things arc not surprising 
at all. Therefore, it seems to me 
that the part of professional educa
tion that is represented by architec
ture has some kind of responsibil
ity to the non-architect. I don’t 
say we ought to have a course in 
understanding architecture, good
ness, no! But how is there a way 
of bringing to bear on the entire 
campus what is going on in the 
school of architecture?
Jose Luis Sert
{Quoted by Nathan Marsh Pusey in an 
annual report given to the Board of 
Overseers of Harvard University on 
January lo, T9S5.)

“Today we have lived through 
what we can call in architecture a 
revolutionary period which devel
oped around the 'twenties and 
early 'thirties in this country. As
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in all movements of that type, 
everything had to be swept clean 
and nobody was supposed to talk 
any more about such things as 
aesthetics, beauty, or history of art 
and architecture. Techniques and 
functionalism seemed all-inclusive. 
Today we have a certain exper
ience; wc no longer believe that 
form necessarily follows function 
and since, fortunately (thank 
God!), it does not always do so, 
we can quietly reconsider the 
whole matter and recognize that, 
although form should not be anti
functional, at the same time it

should be beautiful. Form
shouldn’t strictly follow function 
because sometimes function alone 
won’t necessarily result in beautiful 
forms—and wc want to see archi
tecture humanized and beautihil.”

Bernard Berenson
(As quoted by Franeis Henry Tay
lor in his open letter to Bernard Ber
enson in The Atlantic, July, i95S)

“All the arts, poetry, music, 
ritual, the visual arts, the theater, 
must singly and tc^ether create 
the most comprehensive art of all, 
a humanized society, and its mas
terpiece, the free man.”

The Architectural Integrity of the 
College Campus

By Howard Dwight Smith FAIA
Condensed from a paper prepared for the Columbui 
Chapter of The American Institute of Architects

building projects. But the tide of 
enrollment is now at the gates of 
higher education, and its attendant 
building problems usually involve 
campus groups or multiple plan
ning.

Enlarged enrollments from 
kindergarten to college present 

stupendous problems to our entire 
educational system. Primary and 
secondary schools have been 
stru^ling with their problems for 
several ye&rs, assisted effectively by 
the Institute’s Committee on 
School Buildings. Aside from 
community-wide site studies to de
termine locations, their architec
tural problems are generally single-

Among the problems facing the 
colleges are: Continuing reapprais
al of curriculum; augmentation of 
staff; readjustment of administra
tion and finances; and expansion 
of physical plant. Concerning ad-
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One of Five Honor Awards 
In the Institute's Honor Award Pri«ram for 1955 

The Generat. Telephone Company of the Southwest, Saw Angelo, Texas 
ARCfiiTECT: Pace Associates; Charles B. Genther, Architect-in-charge. 

Structural Engineer: Frank J. Kornacker & Associates
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From the First Annual Exhibition of Architectural Photography 

Thr Most Imaginattvb Photograph, by Erwin G. Lang, Los Angeles, Calif.
C1.0THING Factory, Mexico, Felix Candela, Architect

With the purpose of recognizing and encourag
ing outstanding work in the held of architectural 
photography, the Architectural Photographers 
Association worked with the Institute in de
veloping plans for the exhibition. Mr. Beau
mont Newhall, Curator of George Eastman 
House, Rochester, N. Y., made three Awards 
of Merit, reproductions of which are shown on 
this and the fallowing two pages.
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From the First Annual Exhibition of Architectural Fhotouraphy

The Best Exterior Photograph, by Morley Baer, Berkeley, Calif.

U. S, Navy Postgraduate School of Engineering, Monterey, Calif.

Skidmore, Owincs and Merrill, Architects; 

Walter A. Netsch, Jr.. Associate Architect
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From the First Annual Exhibition of Architectural Photography 
The Best Interior Photograph, by Phil Fein, San Francisco, Calif. 

Olivetti Sho\vr{x>m and Offices, San Francisco, Calif.
Leo Lionni of Fortune Magazine, Designer
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Some start new sections or building 
groups on auxiliary sites sufficiently 
removed from existing structures to 
reduce architectural inhibitions but 
not to eliminate problems of trans
portation and management. But 
the average problem has to do with 
the everyday run of colleges laden 
with a wealth of sentiment and 
tradition. Some have excellent 
architectural heritage, some have 
commonplace buildings, which have 
gathered respect and reverence 
from usage, age and ivy. Let us 
appraise the architectural problem 
from this point of view.

ministrative and hnancial problems, 
Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. recently stated 
to a group representing sixteen 
women’s colleges that big business 
had recognized its responsibilities 
to h^her education, but that, in 
his opinion, colleges must present 
specific expansion plans to business 
leaders if they want financial sup
port.

Architects, as citizens and 
parents, are concerned with satis
factory solutions of all four of 
these problems. But as profes
sional men we concern ourselves 
with the fourth one, i.e. building. 
We must use our talents to assist 
in solving these problems, but we 
must recc^nize as an important 
part of that assistance the mainte
nance of architectural integrity of 
the campus in its process of ex

First we assume the conservative 
position that good substantial archi
tecture is acceptable environment 
for the educational process. Then 
we may assume that sentiment of 
the middle-aged and older alumni 
for the ivy-covered walls of Alma 
Mater is not just an imaginative 
figment of a passing generation, to 
be ignored by the enrollment bulge 
and by some young designers. The 
“Old Main" on many a campus 
is often an incident in the slow het
erogeneous growth of eighteenth- 
and nineteenth-century eras, when 
planning for future expansion was 
not deemed necessary for colleges.

Each building era has left its 
mark on architecture, and college

pansion.
Administrators are often tempted 

to meet building crises by emer
gency measures and some campuses 
still display examples of temporary 
structures now in a state of dilapi
dated permanence. Architects us
ually resist temptation to use 
temporary measures, but some are 
tempted to use the untried “con
temporary” in these emergencies.

Some colleges in these strenuous 
days start anew, but such architec
tural opportunities are few indeed.
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campuses bear the marks of most 
of them. In their beginnings 
campuses maintained architectural 
integrity by their very simplicity. 
Indeed, some of our most dierished 
heritages stem from the simple col
lege-building groups of the country. 
But eclecticism of architectural 
expression has left Romanesque 
libraries, Gothic chapels. Classic 
science halls, Tudor dormitories 
and a variety of other types. Many 
are attractive and are excellent 
museum pieces. But these we find 
as hard to assimilate as we do the 
enrollment bulge which started the 
problems. The convergence of 
these problems into the program 
confronts the conscientious archi
tect w'th a nearly impossible task.

While all problems of increasing 
enrollment do not concern the 
architect, those of increased shelter 
do, and they must be met head-on 
with determination to maintain 
architectural integrity of the over
all theme- They are reviewed here 
briefly for emphasis:
1. Facilities needed quickly now 

must not be temporary or im
provised.

2. The impulse of administrator 
and architect to resort to novel, 
sensational and weird solutions 
to attract attention must be 
restrained in the real interest

of basic problems. Even the 
commonplace can be made at
tractive when touched by hard
working genius.

3. The architects’ solutions, par
ticularly of plan, affect curric
ulum. On the type and size 
of classroom, lecture hall or 
laboratory may depend the 
economical use of floor spa<% 
and cubage in the teaching 
program of a course of study.

4. To the architect, almost single- 
handed, falls the responsibility 
of melding the final solution 
into, alongside of, or around, 
an existing architectural entity 
in a way which will maintain 
the esthetic integrity being 
emphasized herein.

Satisfactory solutions will not 
come easily nor will they start 
from studio or drafting-room. 
They must come from unselfish 
continuous devotion to study with 
administrators, teachers, and stu
dents ; from rigid application to 
hard work; and from a touch of 
ingenuity. Some educators will 
realize that architectural integrity 
is important. Some will not. 
But the architect must believe that 
it is, and he must know in his heart 
that this integrity can be accom
plished both practically and esthet- 
ically.
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help a little. These arc largely 
administrative matters and concern 
the architect only incidentally.

It is not the intent here to sug
gest methods or procedures. The 
problems arc many and varied and 
their solutions cannot be scheduled. 
The urge and the duty to face the 
problems can only be emphasized. 
Experience has indicated that con
sideration of certain basic prin
ciples may be helpful. Of these a 
few are mentioned:
1. Start new campuses as new 

centers.
2. Separate colleges for liberal 

education and pure science 
from those for specialized 
study and applied research.

3. Expand in separated groups 
around or near existing cen
ters, giving opportunity for 
development of divergent but 
related architectural charac
teristics.

4. Maintain axial or group plan
ning as an aid to expansion 
and to comprehension of the 
larger project.

5. Develop a comprehensive, but 
simple, site plan by continuous 
over-all study, the pattern of 
which may be understood even 
during its accomplishment over 
a period of time.

6. Be anxious and willing to vary

The present building era must 
not leave a mark of unthoughtful 
growth on college campuses in the 
manner that some eras of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
already have. The spirit of the 
sacred walls of ivy will have to be 
kept even if wide expanse of win
dow must be, and very often is, 
used where functionably desirable. 
But sentiment must be relied upon 
as help and not hindrance to pres
ent growth. By all means, none 
of the archeological styles must 
be retained just because a precedent 
has been set. Outstanding ex
amples, however, may often be re
tained as museum pieces, as it 
were, well placed among new 
architecture of pleasing form and 
good proportion as new and as 
fresh as the latest tick of the clock. 
But classrooms, libraries and chap
els need not be forced into factories 
just because modern research 
laboratories fit into them so well.

As for actual solutions, there is 
no quick and easy formula, either 
administrative or architectural. 
Screening, selecting or otherwise 
restricting enrollments may help, 
in part. More efficient use of 
present facilities without reducing 
learning standards, a scheme al
ready worn threadbare, also may
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detail or even basic site plan, 
but only after careful, objec
tive study.

7. Retain unselfish esthetic lead
ership in maintaining archi
tectural integrity of the col
lege campus.

As we stand by, watching ap
propriations for defense on every

We love the halls of ivy, which surround us here today.
And we will not forget, though we be far, far away".'*

•By pennission from "The Halls of Ivy,” copyright, 1950; by Joy Muaic Corp.

hand, we ask “Defense against 
What?" The college campus and 
all its tributaries, properly built 
and properly administered can 
meet the enrollment bulge and can 
form a defense against ignorance, 
bigotry and restricted living which 
can supplement, if not replace, the 
defense of armaments.

4f

Honors
Frank. Lloyd Wright has re

ceived from the University of 
Wisconsin an honorary degree of 
Doctor of Fine Arts.

Richard Koch, paia, on his re
tirement as a member of the Na
tional Architectural Accrediting 
Board after a six-year term as one 
of the N.C.A.R.B.’s representa
tives, was honored by the N.A.A.B. 
with a citation reading in part as 
follows:

Emil Lorch, faia, has been 
awarded a certificate of recognition 
by the Michigan Historical Com
mission with the endorsement of 
Governor Williams. The citation 
is in recognition of “his enthusi
astic and indefatigable labors to 
discover, preserve and restore 
buildings in Michigan which have 
architectural or historical signifi
cance.”

“To this Board he brought the 
highest professional qualifications. 
Serving as its President in the years 
I953'54. his leadership saw the in
troduction of two long-range 
complishments of great significance, 
the complete revision in evaluation

ac-
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procedures to place emphasis on 
the school’s objective self-evalua
tion, and a plan for the more per
manent and adequate financing of 
the Board’s program. . .

"Now be it resolved: That the 
Board express to Richard Koch its 
highest d^ee of appreciation of 
the services he performed with 
great distinction and assure him 
of our warm and continuing af
fection. .

a long and flattering recognition 
of Mr. Nakpil’s great public serv
ice. The citation ends with: 
"Wherefore, in due recognition of 
him as a citizen and professional 
worthy of emulation, this citation 
is awarded upon recommendation 
of The Committee on Awards of 
the Civic Assembly of Women of 
the Philippines in the City of Ma
nila on this second day of July in 
the year of our Lord Nineteen 
Hundred Fifty-five and of the Re
public of the Philippines, the 
Ninth." It is signed by Ramon 
Magsaysay, President of the Phil
ippines.

Juan F. Nakpil, faia, has 
recently received from the Presi
dent of the Philippines a citation 
conveying an Award of Merit—

The New NCARB Syllabus
By C. H. Cowgill

HlAD, DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE, VIRCINIA POLTTECHNIC INSTITUTE 

T IS SURPRISING that the mem
bers of the Committee on Edu

cation of The American Institute 
of Architects, and other particu
larly interested individuals found 
so little to criticize in the latest 
edition of the syllabus for the Jun
ior Examinations of the National 
Council of Architectural Registra
tion Boards. The exception is 
Prof. Arthur B. Gallion who 
wishes to substitute for the present 
four-day written examination an

oral examination following a five- 
year Candidate period on top of a 
five-year accredited architectural 
education with a degree. James 
M. Hunter, on the other hand, 
doubts the efiFectiveness of the 
“Personal Audience” (oral exam
ination) as it is generally con
ducted.

Prof. Gallion’s criticism cut 
deep—down to some basic prin
ciples—and raises some fundamen
tal questions:

I
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U. of So. Cal.; Prof. Harold D. 
Hauf, Rensselaer; and James M. 
Hunter, architect, Boulder, Colo. 
Each of these architects was asked 
to comment in general upon the 
syllabus, and on each separate ex
amination. Everyone (except pos
sibly Mr. Gallion) appears to be
lieve the revised syllabus to be 
better than the one it replaces. 
No one commented on the fact that 
the weight given building construc
tion and structural design has been 
reduced by 20% each; that given 
professional administration and 
building equipment has been in
creased by 33 1/3 ^ each, and that 
given history and theory of archi
tecture has been doubled. The lat
ter K particularly strange, because 
only a few years ago there was 
heard a vociferous demand that 
architectural history be eliminated. 
It might also have been expected 
that someone would have com
mented either favorably or un
favorably upon the elimination of 
the optional examination which 
permitted the state board conduct
ing the Junior examinations to use 
a modicum of discretion.

Prof. Harold D. Hauf submitted

1) . Should it be impossible for 
a talented person, who is financially 
unable to secure the proposed re
quired formal education, to be ad
mitted to practice after demon
strating that he has the equivalent ?
2) . Should legally constituted 
state boards delegate the major 
responsibility for the certification 
of architects to the faculties of 
architectural schools?
3.) Does accrediting of a school 
by the National Architectural Ac
crediting Board give assurance 
that its faculty would maintain 
satisfactory standards for gradua
tion?
4). Should a state board accept 
the results of examinations which 
are taken by the candidate five years 
in advance of the date of his certi
fication ?

The comments received herein 
were elicited by Fred L. Mark
ham, President of the NCARB, 
a member of the Committee on 
Education and a member of the 
Commission to Survey Architec
tural Education and Registration. 
Other members of the Education 
committee, all of whom offered 
comments are: Prof. Lawrence
B. Anderson, M.I.T.; Prof. Har
old Bush-Brown, Georgia Tech.; 
Prof. Thomas K. Fitzpatrick, U. 
of Va.; Prof. Arthur B. Gallion,

an interesting su^estion regarding
I havethe design examination: 

often wondered, however, wheth-
the character of the design exer
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amination could not be altered. 
One possible direction would be to 
ask three or four questions which 
would be answered by freehand 
and plans and sketches drawn to 
approximate scale. Perhaps one 
of these questions could require a 
perspective sketch indicating archi
tectural character. Such an ar
rangement might better test the 
space organizing ability of the can
didate than the present single prob
lem."

problem caught more candidates 
unprepared than any other. Its 
former inclusion was justified 
more as a test of the candidate’s 
understanding of the fundamental 
principles involved than for its own 
usefulness. To the questions: 
“Should an architect be capable of 
designing in detail all building 
structure systems including the 
more complicated forms such as 
the rigid frame, long-span mem
bers requiring the use of moment 
distribution calculations, the more 
intricate requirements created by 
horizontal forces of wind and 
earthquakes, etc.?” and “Should he 
be examined on his competence to 
so design?”, Bush-Brown replied, 
“Structural exams should examine 
for (l) Minimum technical com
petence in the analysis and solution 
of typical conventional structural 
problems. Require basic knowl
edge of fundamentals but use hand
books to full advantage. (2) 
Adequate ability to relate structure 
to total architecture. Judgment 
in choice, comparative qualities as 
to structural, economic, and visual 
suitability. (3) Some creative 
instinct toward the development of 
new structure or new applications 
of old structure.”

Hauf's answer to this important 
question follows: “I think the

There follows a review of the 
comments on each examination: 

On site planning it is agreed 
that separation from design was 
justified. Hunter suggests inclu
sion of public utilities, drainage and 
soil conditions, but Bush-Brown 
questions if time allotted is suffi
cient for such details as road pro
files.

The fairness of the twelve-hour 
design examination was questioned 
by Markham, but no one suggested 
that a longer or shorter period 
would be better, and no one ob
jected to having the candidate meet 
a pre-set deadline.

Under the heading of structural 
design, no one expressed regret that 
the truss analysis problem has been 
eliminated. My experience as a 
board member suggests that this
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should keep abreast of new develop* 
ments such as the current thin- 
shell structures in concrete. His 
competence should not be purely 
perfunctory.”

In respect to the examination 
on building construction, this ques* 
tion was put by Fred Markham: 
“We have state and federal laws 
to protect citizens against fraudu
lent advertising, inaccurate weights 
and measures, contamination of 
food, and even to protect business 
men against each other in fair
trade protective legislation. Can 
we lexically expect public support 
in an attempt to protect citizens 
against financial loss resulting 
from bad judgment in the selec
tion of building materials or meth
ods?” While no one was inspired 
to write an essay on this question, 
the concensus of opinion seemed 
to be negative, and the statement 
in the present syllabus was ap
proved.

The increased emphasis on 
mechanical equipment and pro- 
fessional administration seems to 
meet with general approval. No 
dissent was noted regarding the 
following qualifications for prac
tice:
I. Knowledge of estimating, build
ing costs and relative prices of 
materials.

omission of ‘Truss Design’ as a 
separate exam is a truly forward 

I would be very careful.step.
however, in reducing the amount
of structural design in the exami
nation, since I feel that this is our 
principal anchor for having regis
tration at all, i.e. the public safety 
and welfare concept. My feeling 
with regard to actual structural 
design capabilities is that every 
architect should possess sufficient 
detailed engineering knowledge so 
that he can solve the simpler struc
tural problems that arise in every
day practice. But beyond this, he 
should understand the general char
acteristics of more complicated 
structural systems and their adapt
ability to various conditions of span, 
clearance and load. He is then in
a position to collaborate intelligent
ly with the engineer when the 
structural design is being worked 
out.
tural Design examination should 
not be eliminated from registration 
examinations.”

Most certainly the Struc-

Fitzpatrick replied to the same 
.... the architectquestion: 

should be able to make sound judg
ments on design applications rather 
than spending his time developing 
the actual calculations and refin-
ments. He should be able to design, 
however, basic structural work and
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If it were feasible, it would2. Knowledge of professional fees.
3. Familiarity with client relations 
and professional responsibility to a 
client.
4. Knowledge of law as related to 
contractural relations, liens, insur-

bonding, and the procedures

pose.
be better if candidates all over the
nation took the same examinations 
at the same time, and if they were 
prepared and graded by a single 
board of experts. It is also possible 
that better results might be gotten 
from
tions. Until these things become 
possible, it seems that the use of a 
common syllabus gives general sat
isfaction. It is healthy to revise 
/the syllabus frequently and the 
collaboration of teachers and other 
leaders of the profession is needed. 
Even with more perfect examina
tions, however, neither the exam
inations nor the candidate’s record 
should be given undue weight. We 
should continue to require gradua
tion from an accredited school or 
the equivalent, and a carefully doc
umented experience, before admis
sion to the examinations.

ance, 
of arbitration. 'objective-type’ examma-

Prof. Lawrence B. Anderson 
suggested that the syllabus be in 
greater detail. The new syllabus 
is shorter than its predecessor. 
Finally a tellHng argument was 
presented by Prof. Leonard Wolf 
for more emphasis upon ethics. 
Perhaps as much attention should 
be given this phase of the Junior 
Examinations as is given in the 
Senior examinations, but less evi
dence would be obtained concern
ing the younger candidates.

It should be reo^nized, of 
course, that any examination will 
fall far short of its intended pur

Architects Read and Write
Letters from readers—discussion, argu
mentative, corrective, even vituperative

The Chancing Ecolb 
By John J. Klaber, Huntington, N. Y.

R Goldfincer's description years earlier. At that time inter-
of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts est in modern architecture was

in 1923, as given in the May very great, everybody was tired of
Journal, has little resemblance to the old "pompier" style, and we
the Ecole as I knew it over ten were all trying to work out new
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solutions to our problems, without, 
of course, abandoning completely 
the forms of traditional design. 
Poche was black, not gray; plans 
were thought of as intimately con
nected with elevations and sec
tions; wall thicknesses of ten to 
fifteen feet were unknown.

War I, when it was closed down 
for several years, as all the stu- 
ents were in the army. I hope 
that it has since recovered its con
tact with reality, and I feel sure 
that this is the case.

Incidentally, it may be noted 
that the revered name of Guadet, 
mentioned several times in Mr. 
Goldfinger’s very interesting arti
cle, is consistently misspelled.

Something very queer must have 
happened to the Ecole after World

“Building Codes or Chaos”
By Frank Memou, Cincinnati, Ohio

HOPE I haven’t offended too 
much that latest offshoot of the 

building profession, the building 
code official, by advocating the 
elimination of building codes. I 
had no intention of doing that.
Believe me, we have need of the 
new breed as long as there are 
architects and professional en
gineers who arc unaware of, or 
fear, their public responsibility.
All I wanted to do was to awaken 
the profession to these responsibil
ities, incite action which would 
lead to better building codes, and 
strengthen the legal position of 
architecture as a learned profes
sion which cannot be practised by 
anyone without danger to the pub
lic. The building code, as I see 
it, has a tendency to encroach upon

I the architect’s professional position, 
and, quite in agreement with Mr. 
Wegg’s answer to my diatribe, the 
architect is obliged to do something 
about it.

In spite of a seeming conten
tiousness, Mr. Wegg is very much 
in agreement with my views. The 
only real difference of opinion may 
have come about by a possibly hur
ried reading of the last few para
graphs of my “exhortation.” The 
elimination of all building codes 
is, I admit, rather Utopian. How
ever, I should like to pursue the 
argument that their elimination is 
quite possible and not as anarchic 
as some might think.

Mr. Wegg, himself, points out 
that one-third to one-half of the
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partmcnt regulations, they would 
be probably better enforced and 
the community would be rid of 

bureau. Ergo, the elim
ination of the building code with
out chaos.

May I say a further word? Be
fore we have action we must have 
thought, just as we need plans be
fore we build. If a city has a 
good code it must have had some 
good thinkers to prepare the way 
for it, and it must have been will
ing to pay for them. Seattle has 
been indeed fortunate in having 
had both funds and Mr. Wegg. 
Other communities which merely 
attempt to “change” the code or 
“make it better,” even with the 
help of architects, only succeed in 
making it prolix and confusing.

When it comes to statute law,

usual building code is taken up by 
detailed engineering requirements. 
These, he admits, can be omitted 
without detriment to the public 
safety if the responsibility for them 
is assumed by professionals, and the 
codes of such national organiza
tions as the American Institute of 
Steel Construction and the Port
land Cement Association are used. 
I maintain that at least another 
third of the usual code, hav'ing to 
do with egress and fire safety, can 
be omitted in the same manner by 
the cooperative efforts of archi
tects and insurance underwriters, 
through their own national organ
izations, setting up design and 
specification standards for archi
tects to follow.

one more

That leaves a building code with 
only a few regulations governing 

and bill- 1, for one, firmly believe that "bet- 
I advocate

zoning, occupancy, signs 
boards, smoke abatement, and other less.'ter means

“less code” and would go so far 
'no code” in the hope that the 

end result is a simple, brief, pert
inent, and really codified set of 
building laws.

matters of a public natun 
enough to prevent the chaos which 
Mr. W^g fears. Furthermore, 
if these few matters were to be 
made police, fire, and health de-

as

What Are the Others Doing?”
By Benjamin Dombar, Cincinnati, Ohio

HE ARTICLE by Edwin Bate- the phases of the profession which 
man Morris is curious in that he deplores, are the very strengths
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of the profession, the explicit rea
sons that architecture stands first 
among the arts.

Bystanders, and architects too, 
for that matter, have a tendency 
to worry about the appclation that 
will be assigned to the “style” of 
work we are doing. Lord knovcs 
it will be a less offensive name if 
architects throughout the nation do 
not prescribe the same penicillin 
shot of architecture, when their

clients are all suffering from dif
ferent architectural maladies.

If greatness appears on a na
tional scale, it will be caused only 
by organic architectural practice, 
where individuals, by their own 
imagination, solve local problems 
according to their own experience. 
The goal is anything but uniform
ity.

In brief, why try to make a 
science out of the greatest of arts?

By Hubert Hammond Crane, 

Fort Worth, Texas

IF, AS I STRONGLY SUSPECT, a 
majority of the members of the 
Institute share with Mr. Edwin 

Bateman Morris and

lines, either retaining or contain
ing the present Journal as it 
stands.

Such a magazine should be pub
lished by the Institute without ad
vertising. It should employ the 
best architectural photographers in 
the nation to photograph the finest 
examples of architecture as deter
mined by a board of the best archi
tects in the Institute. I believe 
that twenty dollars a year for such 
a magazine would be a bargain.

I now pay two dollars a copy for 
a magazine of residence interiors, 
published in good taste, of resi
dences in a restricted area of the 
Pacific Coast. Its pictures are 
from excellent photographs, are in-

me, our opin
ion of the futility of the average 
architectural journal, I should like
to suggest a remedy for this con
dition.

I find, due to some foresight on 
my part, that I am saving some 
twenty-odd dollars yearly by my 
j^reement with Mr. Morris, 
having cancelled all my subscrip
tions to the builders’ journals some 
time ago.

I should like to contribute this 
twenty dollars to the creation of a 
magazine such as Mr. Morris out
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formative and of work by men prove of far more value to us all 
whose work is worth study. How than the rehashing of suppliers’ ad- 
much more valuable such a maga- vertisements or impertinent cditor- 
zine could be if it covered the ials on how the Board of Directors 
entire field of architecture and the should conduct the affairs of the

Institute.
I should like very much to know 

ing by a good architect would how many members ^ree with me.

entire world.
A good picture of a good build-

By Thomas H. Creighton, New York, N. Y.
EDITOK OF PROCRESSIVl ARCHITBCTURS

AM puzzled; I don’t know 
whether to take the article by 

Edwin Bateman Morris as a joke, 
a proof of the old saw that archi
tects don’t read, a very severe 
criticism ... or what?

formula.” In recent years the AIA 
has given Journalism Awards to 
many of us in the field of “pri
vately printed construction maga
zines” ; has just honored the archi
tectural photographers with an 
Octagon exhibit and Awards; has, 
in its annual Honor Awards Pro
gram, chosen to pat on the back 
buildings which have almost all 
been published by one or another 
of the media he cat^orizes as “no 
actual architectural press.” Hence 
Mr. Morris makes a very sweeping 
indictment—not only of many edi
tors and photographers, but also 
of numerous juries and a great 
amount of award-winning archi
tecture. It reminds me of the 
Boston lady who told me she just 
didn’t like the Pacific Ocean.

I

It can’t be the quantity of work 
now published that Mr. Morris 
objects to; his suggested monthly 
“booklet, of letter size, with a 
dozen pictures of buildings in it” 
would be only a small addition to 
the present number of magazines 
publishing many times that number 
of pictures of architecture.

It must, then, be quality of pub
lication that he seeks to improve. 
Apparently he doesn’t like today’s 
architectural photography: “snap
shot pictures of buildings which 
are not portraits in an architec
tural sense. He doesn’t like the
architecture; he suggests “build
ings selected by good architectural

I still suspect a joke of some 
kind, the point of which eludes me.

Journal of The A. I. A.
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directly for an architectural design 
audience. Any “subscriber de
mand” is from that audience and 
no other.

Oh well; I guess I don’t under
stand the article; hence it wouldn’t 
do much good to say that I disagree 
with its premise, which is that 
“We think of Modern as a style 
. . . it needs the uniformity,” 
Heaven forbid! Nor do I agree 
with its original complaint, which 
is that “there is the urge, as in 
earlier times, to follow imagination 
and near-at-hand examples, with 
the result that there is the tendency 
to have different dialects of Mo
dern architectural language in dif
ferent geographical locations, 
think that’s fine. If the new mag
azine Mr. Morris describes would 
have as its policy uniformity and 
lack of regional variation, I'm 
against it before it starts.

There is, however, one serious 
misconception expressed in the 
article. In objecting to the in
clusion of any technical material 
(even plans, apparently) in the 
architectural magazines, the au
thor writes of “the subscriber mi
nority, the architects,” and sup
poses that we discuss the technical 
materials and methods of design 
because “the subscriber majority, 
engineers, bankers, real-estate men, 
and the like, need nothing else from 
the magazines.”

I wish Mr. Morris would ex
amine the ABC-audited circula
tion statements of the “privately 
printed” architectural magazines. 
Also I wish he would have a banker 
or real-estate friend try to sub
scribe to P/A. He could, but only 
at a much higher rate than our 
architectural majority of subscrib
ers. We write, edit and publish

I

By Talbot Hamlin, faia, New York, N. Y.
PROrBSaOR EMERITUS OF ARCHITECTURE, COLUMBIA UNrVERSmr

HE ARTICLE by Mr. Edwin aim at covering a vastly greater
Morris in your July 1955 number of edifices—good, bad, and

number deserves comment. I indifferent—all over the country,
agree with him thoroughly that so that architects could know what
the published coverage of architec- other architects were doing,
ture in the United States is miser
ably insufficient and that there is 
need for a magazine which should

T

On the other hand, I object vi>- 
olently to the purpose Mr. Morris
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proposes—the development of a 
“style.” A style in architecture 
never exists critically until long 
after it has existed actually. Our 
danger is not too much variety but 
too much uniformity. 
square-and-tTianglc design would 
be as stultifying as all-drcle-and- 
French-curve design, and to me it 
is a dreadful waste of opportunity 
to have the same ranch house in 
Portland, Me., Portland, Ore., 
Minneapolis, and Miami, or the

same glass cube in Havana and in 
New York.

Real style in architecture comes 
from the architect’s personality and 
from what arises naturally from 
conditions and purposes—the con
ditions including climate, tradi
tion, materials, color, and ways of 

■whereas false style comes 
from copying the other fellow be
cause you think it is smart. And 
when styles start to copy them
selves the end is in sight!

All-T-

lifi

The First Fluted Column
By Herodotus Jones

Just years before Phidias attempted insidious
Refinements on architrave, column and facia,

A Peloponnesian who was more than half heathen
Constructed a column whose form would amaze ya.

A circle of reeds were enough for his needs
For a column, he found, when he filled it with mud.

With a log for a girder this primitive herder
Devised him a hut just the best way he could.

He lived and he died but none would reside
In the flea-ridden hut he left near the wood.

So the wind and the weather, both working together, 
Wrecked walls and roof, but the column still stood.

Through the disintegration of reeds, a formation 
Of flutes were left in the column’s perimeter

Which was found by a Grecian Acadcmecian
In search of an altar once sacred to Dcmeter.

He carefully noted and promptly reported
A bulge, where a tic had slipped on the form.
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He called this an entasis and insisted this emphasis 
Along with the flutes was a primitive norm.

There was much disputation throughout the whole nation 
And papers galore on cause and effects,

'Till at last, I have heard, it was finally referred 
To the Grecian Society of Architects.

’Tis needless to mention, they called a convention
And appointed committees to study and measure. 

All the members appointed were of the anointed
They attended all meetings with gusto and pleasure. 

With remuneration for all transportation
And other expenses the members incurred,

To hurry the meetings or hasten proceedings 
All quite agreed would be simply absurd.

In Athens and Delos and Sparta and Melos
They met and debated the pros and the cons.

With offerings omnivorous both fruity and liverous,
Of ripe rutabagas and the gizzards of swans.

They finally concluded that coliunns so fluted
Were the work of a genius of ages long past 

And decreed that designers and stonework refiners
Would fashion all columns both cut stone and cast 

With entasis swelling and shadow-compelling 
Flutes, and all for a quite simple reason.

That very astute old Greek Institute
Was duped by a sheep-herding Peloponnesian.

News from the Educational Field
sion, October i8, 19 and 20. The 
title:

University of Ilunois, De
partment of Architecture, 
nounccs the Fourth Annual Con- porary Aesthetics and Building 
ference for Architects, to be held Techniques.' 
in Urbana, 111., in cooperation with tion may be obtained from Pro- 
the Division of University Exten- fessor Robert J. Smith.

Integration of Contem-an-

Further informa-
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cr, senior partner, said, “We hope 
the return of Professor to give these instructors and many

University of Colorado an

nounces
'I'homas L. Hansen, Head of the of their contemporaries a clear-cut

insight into architectural practice 
a on a large scale, so that they can 

return to classes with a clearer

Department of Architecture and 
Architectural Engineering, from 
one-year assignment with Foreign 
Operations Administration as sense
T.C.M. consultant and Professor occur

will also be able to indicate to

of the many problems that 
and how they are met. They

of Town Planning at Bengal En
gineering College in India. their fellow professors and to their 

students the care and study ne
cessary to create a complex modern 
structure, and at the same time

Buffalo'sUniversity of
chancellor, Dr. Clifford C. Furnas, 
has announced the appointment comply with the clients’ best in- 
of Paul Schweilcher of New terests.”

First recipients arc Professor 
Alexis Yatscvitch of R.P.I. and 
Professor Roger C. Davis of U.

The two men will be resi
dent at the firm’s offices in New

Haven, Conn., as consulting 
architect of the University. Mr.
Schweikher will sec to the pre
liminary planning for the proposed of V.
Fine Arts Center for the Univer- l _ . 
sity and also begin preparation of York for ten weeks, spending some 
a comprehensive plan for the over- time in each of the major depart- 
all development of the facilities on ments.
the University campus.

Scholarships and 
Fellowships

VooRHEEs, Walker, Smith &
A Correction

In the Necrology published in
Smith has established two sum- the July 1955 issue there appeared

the names of Edmundraer fellowships for faculty mem
bers ; one at Rensselaer Polytech
nic Institute and the other at the T.H., and Charles J. Palm-

green of Pittsburgh, Pa. We 
are, naturally, very careful about

m error
Charles Abrams of Honolulu,

University of Virginia.
In commenting on the fellow

ships, believed to be the first of these Necrology lists, and in com-
their kind ever given, Ralph Walk- menting upon this error it may be
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ice in this regard, we accepted the 
news without further checking. 
Our apologies have been, and are 
again extended to Messrs. Abrams 
and Palmgrccn, and to the mem
bership.

explained that routine letters sent 
to Mr. Abrams and Mr. Palm- 
green were returned to us stamped 
by the Post Office "deceased.” .As 
we had never found reason to doubt 
tlic reliability of the postal serv

Calendar
October 6-8: 10th Annunal Con

ference of the California Council of 
Architects, Santa Barbara Biltmore 
Hotel, Santa Barbara, Calif.

October /J-/5; Regional Conference 
of the Central States District, A.I.A., 
Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.

October 13-15: Convention of the 
New York Stale .Association of Archi
tects, A.I.A., Sheraton Ten Eyck Ho
tel, Albany, N. Y.

October 19-31: Annual convention of 
ihe Architectural Society of Ohio, 
Charter Hotel, Cleveland, Ohio.

October ^i-November i: American
Concrete Institute’s Southeast Regional 
Meeting, Atlanta-Biltmore Hotel, At
lanta, Ga.

November 1-5: World Symposium 
on .Applied Solar Energy. Sponsored 
by Stanford Research Institute, the 
Association for Applied Solar Ener
gy and the University of Arizona. 
Westward-Ho Hotel, Phoenix, Ariz.

November 3-4.: Convention of the 
Texas Society of Architects, A.I.A., 
Shamrock Hotel, Houston, Tex.

November 14-18: An atomic power 
section at the Chicago Exposition of 
Power and Mechanical Engineering, 
under the auspices of The A.S.M.E., 
Chicago Coliseum, Chicago.

November 30—December i: 42nd 
Annual Convent!- n National Warm 
Air Heating and Air Conditioning 
Association, Hotel Statler, New York,
N. y.

September Q-Ji: Regional Confer
ence of the Northwest District, A.I.A., 
Many Glaciers Hotel, Glacier Park, 
Mont.

September 19-28: 9th Pan American 
Congress convening in Caracas, Vene
zuela. Further details from Secre
tary, Pan American Association of 
Architects, U18 Bartolome Mitre St., 
Montevideo, Uruguay.

September 35-39: Annual Planning 
Conference, American Society of Plan
ning OfBcials meeting jointly with 
Community Planning Association of 
Canada, Sheraton Mount Royal Hotel, 
Montreal, Canada. Hotel reservations 
from Montreal Tourist & Convention 
Bureau, 1455 Peel Street, Montreal 2, 
Canada.

September 30: Annual meeting of 
the Pennsylvania Society of Archi
tects, The White Sulphur Springs 
Hotel, near Bedford, Pa.

October i: Two Workshops; one 
on schools to be conducted by Samuel 
Hornsey and John McLeod, and one 
on public speaking by Walter Megron- 
igle and Anson Campbell. These 
Workshops are open to all members in 
the Middle Atlantic District. The 
White Sulphur Springs Hotel, near 
Bedford, Pa. Middle Atlantic Re
gional Council meets concurrently.

October 6-8: Regional Conference 
of the Gulf States District, A.I.A., 
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, La.

Ortoher 6-8: Regional Conference 
of Calif.-Nev.-IIawaii District, A.I.A., 
Biltmore Hotel, Santa Barbara, Calif.
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The Editor’s Asides
the most sublime backgrounds, 
urban or rural, English or foreign, 
are now to be seen only over a 
foreground of casual and uncon
sidered equipment, litter and let
tered admonitions—Subtopia is the 
world of universal low-density 
mess.”

The Architectural Review of 
London, widely known for the un
usual explorations of its editorial 
scalpel, has brought out a special 
number for June, 1955, with the 
title “Outrage.” It is hoped that 
this national indictment will rouse 
England to a realization of what 
she is losing and iias already lost.

On this side of the ocean, we 
too can accept the indictment, for 
our own towns and cities are cer
tainly no better than England’s, 
and perhaps worse.

From the Review’s contents page 
we lift the following: (The key
word “subtopia” is a compound 
formed from “suburb” and “utop
ia —that is, “making an ideal of 
suburbia.”)

“In this special issue The Archi
tectural Review utters a prophecy 
of doom—the doom of an England 
reduced to universal Subtopia, a 
mean and middle state, neither 
town nor country, an even spread 
of abandoned aerodromes and fake 
rusticity, wire fences, traffic round
abouts, gratuitous notice-boards, 
car-parks and Things in Fields. It 
is a morbid condition which spreads 
both ways from suburbia, out into 
the country, and back into the 
devitalized hearts of towns, so that

Orin M. Bullock, Jr., who 
is supervising architectural research 
in the Colonial Williamsburg 
project, is having his own troubles 
in getting the right kind of assist
ance. One of his responsibilities 
is tile preparation of reports re
cording the how and why of each 
restoration and reconstruction un
dertaken down there. Among re
cent architectural graduates who 
would broaden their knowledge of 
our early building aims and tech
niques, there are opportunities for 
several in Colonial Williamsburg’s 
architectural research office. Start
ing with the writing of outline 
reports on just how and why each 
detail of reconstruction or restora
tion has been accomplished, the 
work may lead into more original 
research and writing. For an 
architectural fledgling who would 
devote at least four months to the 
work, with the possibility of mak-

« >1
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ing a career of it, this seems an 
unusual opportunity, Mr. Bull
ock, whose address is P. O. Box 
516, Williamsburg, Va., can tell 
you more about it.

ity and quantity of goods and ser
vices available for consumption. 
In many ways those of us now 
passing middle age have within 
our lifetime experienced a greater 
advance in our material standard 
of living and a more pervasive 
change in our way of life than 
occurred in all the previous cen
turies of Western history.”

Texas seems in no mood to 
be content in having “the bi^est.” 
She is going after the biggest TV 
tower, and you know Texas. The 
Dallas TV tower aims to be the 
tallest man-made structure in the 
world, with a total height of 
152V-6” (note that six inches). 
Four hundred seven tons of rolled 
steel and over seven miles of gal
vanized bridge strand wire for 
guys in five levels arc required. 
Sounds big, even in Texa.s,

Many of us living in Washing
ton, D. C., enjoyed the thought 
that the Capital, after the war 
years had stretched our fabric far 
beyond our normal needs, would 
settle down to growing slowly and 
not too ungracefully into its over- 
large clothes. It seemed a logical 
course of events; perhaps we should 
catch up in due limi 
while not changing from cold to 
hot—with a city growth that had 
seemed both too rapid and too 
extensive. And now, to prove how 
little we know and how undepend
able is our reasoning, the reports 
tell us that in the first six months 
of this year our metropolitan area 
registered the highest dollar vol
ume of contracts awarded for fu
ture construction in any such 
period in history. It almost en
courages the belief that in time 
we may get an adequate system of 
public transportation.

•wars mcan-
The young married couple 

isn’t alone in enjoying more of 
the amenities of life. The Twen
tieth Centur>' Fund, in its rcant 
massive economic report, “Ameri
ca’s Needs and Resources,” finds 
that our technology—“our primary 
resource”—has brouglit us a per- 
capita income five times higher than 
the world avcragi 
ing. Dr. Dewhurst and his re
search associates say;

“No period of compar.able length 
in human history has brought such 
great changes in the variety, qual

■and still ris-
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• seal
new

oncrete

Get full 28 Day Curing for Greater Density with CEM-SEAL
• Thoroughly seals new concrete — holds moisture in for full 28 day cure —' 

results in a denser, more uniform floor surface.
• Prevents olkoline solts from forming on the surface—‘eliminates dusting 

or "bloom." Gives o smooth, cleon surface for easy maintenance.
• Goes on fast with big sheepskin applicators. Dries fast—open floor to 

traffic in 4 hours.
• Protects floor from stains while other building trodes work.
• An ideal primer for renewing old concrete. NO ACID ETCHING required 

if CEM-S^L is followed by other treatments, including resilient tile.
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NEW NASHVILLE SHOPPING CENTER 
Fire-safe Tufcor roof acts as 
85,000 sq. ft. safety blanket

CttEEN HtUS VILLAGE CENTER, Noshvill*. T 
& W. H. CriiwcJI. ArchllKl-£ngine«r: Hort, Fr»«lond & Reb«n», Nothville, T«nneu««. 

Gen«rat Controclori W. f. Hell & Sent, Neihville, Tenneiia*.

. Ownart: Wlllioni C. Waover, Jr.,

Tough-temper corrugated steel 
Tufcor and lightweight insulating 
concrete form a fire-safe roof that 
safeguards against the spread of 
fire in this new multi-shop facility.
“Roofing time is always import
ant and Tufcor kept work moving 
ahead smoothly. Pre-sizing made 
it easy for two men to place 7 to 
8000 sq. ft. a day. Tufcor gave us 
an immediate working platform 
and a strong, fire-safe roof.
—W. C. Bowen, Job Superintendent

“Speed and economy are two big 
advantages of Tufcor. Roofing 
proceeded on schedule. We saved 
the cost of shoring plus time and 
labor coats.”

—Warren O. Lamb, 
Contractor’s Representative

GRANCO
STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY

A «iHb*<d/ery of
GRANITE CITY STEEL COMPANY 

Main Offica: Granito City, lllinait

>»



turns your wasted fuel into

*

-e
w San Loranzo Valley High School, 
fon, CalHornia. features Herman 
l«on Unit Ventiiatot^ for day-long 
ssroom comfort. District Superin
dent: Dr. Eugene Haskell; Archi- 
:t; John Lyon Seid & Partners; 
jineer: Bayha, Weir & Pinato; Me- 
inicat Contractor: Atwood & Sons.

DRAFT I STOP
IMINATES COSTLY OPEN-WINDOW VENTILATION

method of draft elimination requires no addi
tional heat.

Yes, if you count the cost, you’ll close the win
dows—and get Herman Nelson's double div
idends—cash savings and true classroom comfort. 
For complete' information, see our catalog in 
Sweet’s Architectural File, or write Herman 
Nelson Unit Ventilator Products, American Air 
Filter Company, Inc., Louisville 8, Kentucky.

se the windows and cut your heating costs! 
just that simple. And, in addition, you elim- 

:e the end product of the overheated dass- 
m—logy, listless students.

•man Nelson DRAFT|STOP achieves these 
ilts because it puts first things first—makes 
OLING the prime function during the hours 
;n "extra heating plants" — students, lights and 
—are in operation. And the Herman Nelson

^//PHDDUCERSftr si CDUHCIL j
UNIT VENTILATOR g PRODUCTS 

American Air Filter Company, Inc.

SysUm of Classroom Heating, Ventilating and Cooliog^

S



FOR SCHOOL WINDOW SILLS AND WALLS
The new ROAAANY Window Sill Tile make$ possible, and economical, 
a surface of the same general color as other trim in a school 
It provides an exceptional cleanable flat smooth surface for exhibits. 
Available in all Buff Body colors and priced to readily compete with 
most permanent sill materials. The ROMANY Wall Tile will withstand 
the scuffing of children in the classroom, olso the bumping and 
ming of mops and polishing machines.

Write for New School Folder . •. See Sweet's Cotolog

room.

ram>

MY
Member: Tile Council of America and Producers' Council, Inc.

217-T FOURTH ST., N.E., CANTON 2, OHIO
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How do You Cleon 
Dry Mops?

LZ3

~ the window?

— on paper:

— on floor?

There ere many ways that are wrong. 
The one right way is to install Vacu- 
siot plates in all corridors. The oper
ator passes the dry over the slot, 
The strands are pulled in

violently by the inrush of air and all 
dust goes down to the basement. No 
time lost—no dust scattered—Vacu- 
slot is the modern sanitary method.

shaken

THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY • HARTFORD 6. CONNECTICUT

^ spencer p



here's the ONE door you con ALWAYS 
count on for QUALITY and SERVICE!X -

PAINE

I
Hill nil 
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all-wood grid core 
FLUSH DOOR

44. i. it 1 ttt^i
When you specify Paine REZO Flush 
Doors you can always count on them 
for custom-built quality, workmanship 
and unrivalled beauty! REZO's air- 
vented, all-wood grid core provides 
lightness for eosy opening and closing 
. . . strength and rigidity for a lifetime 
of trouble-free service — proven by 
over 7,000,000 instoMotions since 1935.

■'Mil

Satisfaction guaranteed when given 
proper care.

For details, see Sweet's Catalog or write:
Pain* REZO 
Doors or* 
lifihl woight — 
•o«y for on* 
man l* hondUJ

LUMBER COMPANY, LTD*
. eis.tSTAtUSHIt 1*11



STARKyintroducing,..

"My name is STARKy. I met architects
for the first time when I appeared —in
three-dimensions—at the recent New
Jersey A. I. A. Convention. Caused
Quite a stir, they say.

"What am I? I am the
new tile trade-mark of
Stark Ceramics. Inc."

STARKy represents a half-century ot
experience in manufacturing finest
Facing Tile.

Wherever he appears, STARKy sym
bolizes highest quality tile and
superior service.

STARK CERAMICS, INC.
Canton I, Ohio

14303 4. MicKigen • IS !•«! 36>K Strwf. N«w York 10. N. V



Symbols of Better Living

PLEASK NOTE: Inter**«l in (quality bathrooms— 
ami esprrially tMv> of them—will l>e stronger than 
ever iliiriiip this year's National Home Week.
REASON: (^lorful new l>atUro*»ms are a major 
factor in inakin}! people ilissatished with their obi 
homes —anil in stimulatinp; their inten*st in new ones.
Kriggs Beautyware proviiles ilesi^n, e«>lor ami fea
tures that are most ap|M'aling to your customers.
And you e.an eapitalii^e on this famous hrand- 
nume product hv displuyiiiK the Brip;ps Beautyware 
bronze plaque iluring National Home Week. This 
attractive plaque is available with your name im
printed at nocost from local Briggsrepresentalivesor—
Briass Munufacturlna Co,.300 Buhl Bids.. Iletroit. Mieh.

Two Bathrooms of

Brigigs Beautyware

—New Pattern

For Today’s Living
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Amorllt* Aluminum Entrances hav* b«»n installed tn the new Administration 
Building, Emory University, Atlonto, Georgio. Architects: Ivey ond Crook.

V

AmA &Wmou
How will they look to the class of '65?
The answer lies in the Alumilite finish 
—long the trademark of the Amarlite 
Aluminum Entrance. Though micro
scopic in thickness, it preserves the 
aluminum under a jewel-hard shell.

That’s why Amarlite Entrances can 
lake between-class poundings without 
fear or favor. Given only routine care, 
they will look as flawlessly beautiful 
ten years from now as they do today.

for your copy 
of thir new 
eort eomporison, 
drop a card to 
Amerii 
MeloU Company,
433 Hishland Avs., N. f. 
Atlanta, Georgia

An

RmRRLITE stOwoKmini m0ra[niii(S2

z american art metals company
* Englewood, New Jersey* Atlanta, Georgia * Brookfield, Illinois * Dallas, Texas



DENVER CITY AUDITORIUM ARENA, M«r«dith Mutiek, ArchiMcr

SEAL-0«SAN has been used on 
this floor for EVERY NATIONAL 

AAU BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT held in Denver

0

Seal-O-San must be goml — it has been rc-orclcreil for use on the 
playing floor of the National AAU Basketball Tournntnenis held in 
Denver each year for more than 19 years. Seal-O-San's non-slippery. glare* 
free surface is dependable. Coaches and players always know that the 
floor will be an asset to good team play —never a worrisome hazard.

HUNTIN070N LAftORATORIES, INC. 
Huntington, Indiana 
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